
Meeting summons for
Wednesday 17th of October 2018,

16.15 o’clock, in room FV139
Fysisk fagutvalg

Members

Astrid, Even Tobias, Ivar, Johannes, Edvarda, Fredrik, Jan, Jonas, Abdullah,
Oskar, Bror, Oline, Håkon Olav, Marianna, Frøya

• Møtt: Astrid, Even Tobias, Ivar, Johannes, Fredrik, Jan, Edvarda,
Jonas, Oskar, Oline, Håkon Olav, Abdullah (25 minutes late)

• Ikke møtt:, Frøya, Marianna, Bror

• Meldt frafall:

1 GAD (Approvement of meeting program)

Approved

2 GAR (Approvement of referent)

Approved

3 Orientations

Short recap around the table of what we have done since last time.

4 Mail / Email

5 Meetings

5.1 MNSU

A few relevent things were discussed.
Academic writing session - help student write well academically. Good offer
which few take advantage off. What can we do to give it more publicity? No
clear answer.
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5.2 RealKarriere

No new information

5.3 make

Going full out on PR for the make days (6.-9. November), the big dinner is
the same day as the general assembly as fysikkforeningen, we will blest both.

5.4 Faculty meeting

What’s going on at the faculty? Even Tobias gives a recap of the meeting
two weeks ago.

No relevant information

5.5 Teaching seminar

Main question: how to get people to go to group sessions?

More active teaching in group sessions. The faculty want to know what they
can do to increase attendance.

Want students not to get the answer and leave. Want them to discuss and
understand.

Make group sessions mandatory? Do we have any feedback on this proposal?
Mandatory group sessions sounds like a bad idea.

Give you points for attendance, in addition to points for giving correct
answers in assignments. You then need X points for having the exam.

6 Events

6.1 Cabin trip

How many have signed up so far? 4 people, one from FFU

Do we have any green ideas to get people to sign up? We have already done
a lot (waffles, blesting, posters, email, posted on the course page)! We
should tell everyone we know who takes FYS1120 to go on the trip!

We can update the facebook page with information, maybe time stamps of
what will happen at the trip.

Magnus Holm is going as a group teacher, but we should ask him if he wants
to be in charge of the lecture. We asked Magnus, and he replied thats
sounds nice
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Ask Anders (FYS1120 and FYS3110 group teacher)

We can ask Henrik Oppen as a groupteacher/nature-walk-person.

Jan will send email to group teachers in FYS1120 and ask them if they want
to have the lecture, and ask them to promote the trip during group
sessions.

Ivar might join as a group teacher if he has time.

Abdullah will send an email to skolelabratoriet and ask if they have some
elmag-experiments (magnets, circuits etc.) we can borrow.

Peymann is chef!

Group teacher and kitchen help should write them selves up on the regist-
ration form

Edvarda, Håkon Olav and Even Tobias will help in the kitchen!

We can post pictures from last years cabin trip at the facebook event,
Magnus has pictures.

Should we write something about alcohol? Copy what we wrote for spinn-
trip Det du måtte tenke å drikke utover vann.

Ask Magnus Holm to blest the trip in a lectur?

Make a short film where we ask students who have attended previous years
to talk about their experience? Ylva, Magnus Holm and Eline have
said yes to be interviewed. Even Tobias can edit the interviews, which
Astrid will conduct.

6.2 Exam workshop

Meeting next week.
Do we know anyone who can have the workshop?

• Johan Andreas Fløisand or Gabriel Sigruþr Cabrera for AST2000 (Ivar
will ask)

• Magnus Holm IN1900

• Didrik Cruse MAT1120 (Ivar will ask him1)

• Magnus Holm or Sunniva Jacobsen FYS1120

• MAT-INF1100 Cecilie Glittum (Ivar will ask)
1he said no, because he has already said yes to MAT1100 instead
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We will give the people who present the exam workshop 400 Norwegian
Kroners (without taxation). If two or more people share the exam workshop
we will have to find a solution for the gift.

6.3 Fysikk i Origo

Pavlo Mikheenko interested in giving a lecture! Possible dates?

When does FYSFOR have their fysikk i origo? 25.10.2018

We will ask Pavlo Mikenhko if 05.11.2018 is a good date.

6.4 Integral competition

Sverre, the leader of the mathematical student union, thinks it sounds cool!
Will ask the rest of the union, more updates on their meeting tomorrow.

The ball is in movement

7 Knask

Even Tobias brings snacks

Approved

8 Evt

8.1 Pinboard in the hallway

We could add some information about what we do and how to get in touch
with us. Maybe also a picture of us?
Great idea! Should we use The school of Athens for our cover photo, or
a jump photo, or a more serious one? We voted for a non-serious one.

CERN streaming event How many people do we believe will attend? 40-50?
We will book Kristian Birkelands auditorium for the date

8.2 Lockers cleanout

We have put notes on the lockers. The termination is 11.11.2018, we will
cut open the lockers some time after 11.11.2018, where we take the stuff and
keep the storage at the physics buildings for a few months.
We do it Monday 12.11.2018, Astrid will make a facebook event.
We also need to post information on facebook about students needing to
change lockers.
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8.3 Slack

Is slack going ok? Start by reacting with emoji to the message if you see it.
Download app on phone to recieve notifications.

8.4 Dugnad

Lillefy dugnad tomorrow, if you can attand you must attend
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